Nick Lampone
Subject:

Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: Mega-cap tech stocks are in charge and carrying this market higher. Think
Lebron carrying the Cavs to 2016 title with a mediocre roster (rest of the S&P 500 companies). Facebook,
Apple, Google and Amazon beat high Wall St. expectations and make up a staggering 20% of the S&P 500. It
was announced that US GDP fell 32% on an annualized basis in Q2, but investors remain unconcerned with
yesterday’s newspaper. The bet on stocks is what 2021will look like. Still scary to me that equities continue
to rally as yields fall. Senators left Washington for the weekend amid deadlocked stimulus talks, per
Bloomberg. Does either side care about a deal that helps Americans in dire need or do they want to pass
legislation that gives them soundbites to help win in November? Asian indices closed on a mixed note.
Japan’s Nikkei was down close to 3%. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +19.60, 10-Yr Yield: 0.527%.
CORE Headlines:
 Gross domestic product saw the steepest decline in more than 70 years of record keeping—gains late
in the 2nd quarter weren’t enough to offset April’s steep drop, and while economists expect Q3 to
show growth, a summer rise in COVID-19 will likely temper gains.-WSJ
 Former President Barack Obama and an increasing number of Democratic lawmakers are suggesting
that Senate should end the filibuster rule.-WSJ (would we hear this same chatter if Trump were 8
points ahead in election polls?)
 Chevron reported an $8.3 billion loss on asset write-downs from plummeting fuel prices, an forced
exit from Venezuela and expenses tied to thousands of jobs cuts.-Reuters (Stock -30%YTD)
 As scientists and pharmaceutical companies work at breakneck speed to develop a vaccine for the
novel coronavirus, public health officials and senior U.S. lawmakers are sounding alarms about the
Trump administration's lack of planning for its nationwide distribution.-Reuters
 Chinese government-linked hackers targeted biotech company Moderna, a U.S.-based coronavirus
vaccine research developer, this year in a bid to steal data, according to a U.S. security official tracking
Chinese hacking.-Reuters (this should be top story on every news station)
 Tropical Storm Isaias is expected to become a hurricane and impact Florida.-WeatherChannel
 British medical experts say Gilead's (GILD) remdesivir is worth prescribing for patients with severe
coronavirus.-BBerg
 Germany’s economy suffered its biggest contraction on record as measures to slow the pandemic’s
spread closed businesses and kept consumers at home, but the country is nonetheless expected to
shrink by less and recover faster than its peers.-WSJ
 Huawei: The Chinese company achieved its goal of becoming the world’s top seller of smartphones,
bypassing AAPL and Samsung during the second quarter—though it has grown more reliant than ever
on its home market, which could eventually create limitations.-WSJ
 A large majority of Americans blame China for the global spread of the coronavirus as animosity
toward the country has soared, according to a new survey by the Pew Research Center.-NYP (can’t
wait for my wife to read this)
 A tech company called AFTR launched two weather-resistant, solar-powered cameras that can be
attached to headstones or placed in-ground at gravesites so that people can see their loved ones’
final resting places without an in-person visit.-NYP (does it have a microphone too?)
 Secretary of State Mike Pompeo faces criticism in Washington for the Trump administration’s plan to
withdraw about 12,000 US troops from Germany, with some senators suggesting the strategy will be
advantageous for Russia.-FT
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Coastal flooding is set to rise by about 50 percent during the next 80 years and could threaten assets
worth about 20 percent of global gross domestic product, according to a study that raises concerns
about the social and financial impact of climate change.-FT
The Luckin Coffee scandal comes at a bad time for US-listed Chinese companies; China’s electricvehicle makers are targeting consumers who can’t afford to drive a TSLA.-Bweek
Democratic state party organizations are pulling in record-setting cash heading into the 2020
election, reasserting their roles inside the Democratic infrastructure after suffering for years in
competition with super PACs and campaigns.-Politico

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 The Atlantic: Arthur Brooks on success addicts https://bit.ly/39EKJxW Those that have subscribed to
this note for a while, know how much I enjoy reading anything Brooks writes. “Success in and of itself
is not a bad thing, any more than wine is a bad thing. Both can bring fun and sweetness to life. But
both become tyrannical when they are a substitute for—instead of a complement to—the
relationships and love that should be at the center of our lives.”
 Visual Capitalist: Where banks make the most money https://bit.ly/3gtRfdP
 Good Food: Adam Liaw’s forecast for fine dining in the future https://bit.ly/30hYIaa (I can see this
happening.)
 ZeroHedge: Domestic violence doubled under lockdowns https://bit.ly/3fiehCX (unintended
consequences)
 AwfulAnnouncing: Last day of Mike Golic on ESPN radio https://bit.ly/30fudBD (can’t wait to hear the
full story)
All Charts from The Daily Shot:
As was widely expected, the second-quarter GDP contraction was severe.
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• It was one of the worst quarterly declines over the past century.

Source: Deutsche Bank Research

While private consumption plummeted, the federal government stepped in.
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Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics

Economists are forecasting a rebound in Q3.

- High-frequency indicators continue to show modest positive growth. Here is the Goldman Sachs
Analyst Index (tracking analysts' sentiment across industries).
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Source: Goldman Sachs

Uncertainty around growth in the second half of the year remains elevated. Without more stimulus,
personal incomes will crater, and consumer spending will follow, according to Alpine Macro.

Source: Alpine Macro

some updates on the labor market.

• Total initial jobless claims declined last week to the lowest level since the start of the crisis. But it's
still 2 million new unemployment applications.
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Source: Oxford Economics

Online searches for recruiters and human resources have been slowing.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading

Except for tech, buybacks have become a thing of the past in the age of COVID.
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Source: Deutsche Bank Research

Globally, companies with exposure to China have been outperforming.
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Assets under management at the largest gold ETF (GLD) hit a record high.
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Coffee prices are rebounding amid improved global demand.

The 10yr Treasury yield is at the lowest level since the start of the crisis.
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Source: Investing.com

Retail investors have been pulling out of money market funds.

Worker density by sector:
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Source: @WSJ; Read full article

The number of college students in the US:
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Source: @WSJ; Read full article

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future
results.
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